
Unfyros ”Alpha Hunt” CD

Aural Hypnox “Empyrean Editions” release news: 30.9.2022

Empyrean Editions is a newly established branch of the Finland based underground label Aural Hypnox and

will focus on releasing musically totally different yet thematically completely in line material from the label’s

artists. As the name already suggests, be prepared to face the ancient, pure element of fire.

The first band to appear under the Empyrean Editions is Unfyros - a Finnish, Oulu-based band founded in

2018 by Anti Ittna H. who was joined by Nox Vector on drums in 2021.

Unfyros “Alpha Hunt” CD

On 30th of September 2022 Aural Hypnox will bring out the highly-anticipated debut album of Unfyros “Alpha

Hunt”. The album delivers a unique mixture of old-school, mid-tempo black and heavy metal with a strong

emphasis on dark, hypnotic and menacing atmospheres through captivating, eerie melodies and haunting

passages. If genres or other classification is necessary be it “Black Heavy Metal”. The songs are culminating on

mind altering dissonant guitar riffs, minimal yet heavy bass lines and powerful, bestial drumming. These all

have been tied together by subtle synth tapestries and raspy vocals flowing out like an obscure black swarm of

ghost daggers. Listen how the luminous darkness is calling and devouring One and All. “Alpha Hunt” includes

six tracks and total running time is nearly 38:00 minutes. The CD edition is limited to 500 pcs and comes in a

digipak with a 16-page booklet. For a full biography, please go to page 2.

Alpha Hunt tracklist:

❖ The Dagger Within (7:30)

❖ In Dawn Claws (3:59)

❖ A Numinous Meeting (7:59)

❖ Enter the Monolith (5:15)

❖ The Cosmogyral Flame (5:59)

❖ Onyxian (Abyss-Mother) (7:13)

Unfyros lineup: Anti Ittna H. (vocals, guitars, bass, synthesizes) & Nox Vector (drums and cymbals)

Aural Hypnox Youtube: Unfyros SoundCloud:              Unfyros Bandcamp:

https://www.youtube.com/auralhypnox https://soundcloud.com/unfyros https://unfyros.bandcamp.com

Ordering: Aural Hypnox website: Aural Hypnox on social media:

https://www.auralhypnox-shop.com https://www.auralhypnox.com https://www.facebook.com/auralhypnox

https://www.instagram.com/auralhypnox

Press photos & more info: Unfyros on facebook: Unfyros on Instagram:

https://www.helixes.org/unfyros https://www.facebook.com/unfyros https://www.instagram.com/unfyros
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Unfyros Biography

Following the Labyrinthine Voices rising from Totemic Depths and

guided by the Fire from Beyond since 2018

Unfyros is a Finnish, Oulu-based, black heavy metal band founded in 2018 by Anti Ittna H. who was joined by

Nox Vector on drums in 2021.

Breaking through the ideals of today’s world and opening the dark vault

within where total experiences and pure Power awaits

Tempered by the blazing otherworld fire we move on with determination and follow the unuttered and

unwritten doctrines. Thus the name Unfyros; an entity possessing and pervading, a liminal fire seeing through

the space and time eternal. The luminous darkness calling and devouring One and All.

“From the very beginning the main purpose of starting Unfyros was to give a solid form for the numerous

tunes and voices calling and haunting me endlessly in the dark of the night. Thinning the Veils between

worlds and answering to the Call of the Concealed''.

Unfyros is about breaking ourselves open to the deep-rooted hidden passages, communicating and bringing

out the voice and form of the metaphysical entities lurking behind the veils – The amorphous Dark Ones in a

lack of a better word. We work as both the master and slave with the reflections arising from the outre

dimensions and depths of the atavistic-consciousness. We are hunters and gatherers, unyielding seekers

without a fixed target.

In its entirety, Unfyros is no less than a lasting stream of Power and Lunacy; a quest of forging the self through

the awakened knowledge and experience. A form of archaic magical practice focusing on a change of reality. We

stand dead still at the threshold of an ancient storm, rational minds bypassed yet wide awake and instincts

alert.

The darkness humming - The extinct dimensions live now in you

Musically Unfyros could be described as a mixture of old-school, mid-tempo black and heavy metal with a

strong emphasis on dark, hypnotic and menacing atmospheres through captivating, eerie melodies and

haunting passages. Therefore if genres or other classification is necessary be it “Black Heavy Metal”.

”Our tunes of old sorcery are evoked, received and translated during many years and the recent lyrical

themes have been transcripted from various metaphysical journeys and primitive automatic vocal seancés”.

The songs are culminating on mind altering dissonant guitar riffs, minimal yet heavy bass lines and powerful,

bestial drumming. These all have been tied together by subtle synth tapestries and raspy vocals flowing out like

an obscure black swarm of ghost daggers.

With all our work we strive to do everything with the seriousness it deserves - to us Unfyros is a lifelong ritual.

A tool we use to reach out toward unknown dimensions and to merge ourselves with the otherworld

continuum. We are the messengers of Nightfall, the Primeval Game - The Quintessence.

On behalf of Unfyros,

Anti Ittna H. & Nox Vector - Oulu, Finland, 30.9.2022


